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We’re back with our newsletter production after a short hiatus. We’ve been busy as a group, both as FOE and as individuals. Our 
newsletter editor John Varrieur is back after a successful stint in Crisis Corps in El Salvador (see his article), Ben is back after his 
summer research in Uganda and Kenya (see his article) and the arrival of a new baby (Congrats!). And Josh has just moved for the 
third time in three years, having left Princeton and returned home to Texas where he has just taken up teaching at the University of 
Texas-Austin.  
 
FOE has been busy as well. We are having our biggest 
year of fundraising success supporting three big 
projects so far, including the Gender and Development 
committee’s annual raffle in June, Karen Levy’s water 
quality workshop in Esmeraldas in August (see article 
this issue), and an ongoing project supported by 
RPCV Oiuda Chichester to provide physical 
rehabilitation facilities in the Manabi coastal town of 
Pedernales. 
 
This year’s GAD raffle raised more than $8400 on-
line through the Friends of Ecuador site. In addition, 
Karen Levy’s project raised nearly $3000 through 
FOE’s website. In both cases, the project organizers 
made appeals to their circle of contacts, friends and 
family with additional contributions from FOE 
members. After COSing in 2004, Ouida began 
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working for the Berkeley-based Youth Philanthropy  
Worldwide, and she inspired two high school students to raise funds for Ecuador-based projects. Those students were able to generate 
$6,600 with donations channeled through FOE. We’re delighted to have been able to support these different projects, and we’re 
continuing our fundraising efforts for the Pedernales clinic to purchase supplies. See www.friendsofecuador.org for more information.  
 
The success we’ve had supporting these three programs follows our work last year to pioneer this fundraising model with GAD and the 
Ecuadorian Rivers Institute. What we like best about this process is that it allows you to vote with your money for the projects that you 
find the most compelling. Our efforts to support projects in Ecuador depend crucially on (1) new project leaders coming forward with 
ideas and (2) a reliable network of potential donors. So, we thank you for support of FOE, and we’ll endeavor to make the website and 
our services as efficient and effective as possible.  
 
We are happy to report several new features on our site, including links to jobs in development from DevelopmentEx.com. We also 
have a sponsored link from Google Ads. Please visit those sponsors as this is a revenue source for FOE. We also have an agreement 
with the Princeton Review for a discount on their products. Finally, if you have photos from a recent trip to Ecuador and want to share 
them with FOE members, you can post those photos on our Flickr page. Just get in touch with us, and we’ll set you up. 
 
We can always use your help to make FOE better! We’d especially be interested in someone with some design skills to do a makeover 
on the website aesthetics. We would love to have a bit of accountancy and legal help as our operations grow. Let us know if you want 
to help. 
 
By the time this newsletter reaches you, the first round of presidential elections in Ecuador will likely have taken place. You can find 
up-to-date coverage on our site. The country remains a difficult place to govern, fractured regionally and ethnically, as you know. We 
hope Ecuador will find more inspired leadership in the years to come.  
 
As an organization dedicated to continuing Peace Corps’ vision of peace through action, FOE is delighted to support grassroots 
development in Ecuador. Please let us know how we can work together to improve www.friendsofecuador.org and our services to you 
and the Ecuadorian people. 
 

Best, 
Josh and Ben 
 

$ 10,220 

$ 1,415 

$ 8,445  

$ 2,945 

Go Team!  Donations raised through FOE’s website really took off this last 
year.  Let’s keep that level of support high through the holidays! 



              s I worked in Uganda from May 
              to August this year, I became  
              darkly intrigued by the quiet 
reminders of past war.  In Mbarara town 
of western Uganda, bullet holes marked 
the main walls of the house facing our 
single storey office across the street.  My 
basic hotel was just up the road.  One of 
the hotel bar regulars, an elderly 
gentleman in his 60s called Manager by 
his friends because he ran the local Pepsi 
plant, later told me a military officer in 
Idi Amin’s regime had commandeered 
the house during those dark years and 
when the Tanzanians came through, 
liberating and looting in the late 1970s, 
the house was shelled and the officer 
shot.  Manager shook his head at the 
waste – why not give the house to 
someone else?  Talking over a drink at 
the hotel bar 25 years after the fact it was 
all too easy to simply tisk away those 
bad times.  I walked by that wreck of a 
shelled home many times; the upper 
walls were blackened where they would 
have supported a roof and the old plaster 
was falling from the old bullet holes 
leaving small irregular spaces.  Manager 
described the periodic conflicts in the 
Mbarara area without bitterness, without 
strong emotion, as if it were nothing 
more than the casual recounting of a 
long-ago storm, although he admitted 
losing much each time he was forced 
into the bush or Kampala to wait out the 
fighting.    

The town I lived in Mbarara 
municipality is in Uganda’s western farm 
country.  Uganda’s second largest medical 
school is in Mbarara and I was working 
from the Department of Community Health 
on a research project for my doctoral 
dissertation in epidemiology.  The work 
was and continues to be a mix of non-profit 
administration, research project 
management, academic theory, 
epidemiologic field work and lots of 
communication.  Careful attention to detail 
can easily be complicated by accents, 
idioms, and cultural assumptions – and so, 
as has been true since my COS in 2000, I 
called on my Peace Corps Ecuador 
experiences constantly.  Not unlike the 
project discussions with my counterparts 
and colleagues in my Ecuador site, in 
Mbarara we talked over the survey design, 
the cultural relevance of survey content, 
sample sizes, and the costs of everything 
from lab tests to interviewers’ per diems.   

There was one moment this 
summer where past and present connected 
neatly in the televised World Cup - wildly 
popular across Uganda.  I returned to my 
hotel from a long day of screening STD 
clinics in the semi-rural district just west of 
Mbarara to find unexpectedly the Ecuador 
v Poland match on a satellite TV channel at 
the open bar.  Ecuador’s football team was 
five minutes into the first round World Cup 
game against Poland.  I fumbled for my 
mobile phone with a few thousand 
Ugandan shillings of airtime ($2.50) 

enough for a 4 minute international call. 
 I rang up the family I knew well in my 
Peace Corps site, Chiguinda, and we 
laughed on hearing each other’s voices – 
immediately talking excitedly about the 
same game being played live on our TVs 
an ocean and 7 time zones apart – yet all 
of us on the same equator.    

This summer I would often 
watch World Cup matches with 
colleagues from the Mbarara University 
of Science and Technology.  Together 
we are evaluating a large-scale trial 
healthcare project.  The pilot has the 
Ministry of Health’s blessing and is 
managed by a large reproductive health 
NGO called Marie Stopes International-
Uganda.  MSI-U is managing a private 
network of local clinics that treat 
sexually transmitted infections (STIs).  
Treating STIs is a proven way to reduce 
HIV transmission, although the 
attributable risk of HIV infection from a 
pre-existing STI depends on the local 
disease burden.  The novelty in this 
project is that each clinic is only paid 
after verifying that each patient received 
proper diagnostic and treatment services.  
Radio health education spots and mobile 
film vans encourage residents to seek 
STI treatment.  Coupons or vouchers are 
sold for $2 equivalent that entitle the 
bearer and a sexual partner to diagnostic 
services at any participating clinic.  As 
far as anyone knows, this is the first of 
its kind for STI treatment in Uganda.  
The private clinics are contracted at a 
rate that ensures a modest profit in 
addition to overhead and operational 
costs.   At the same time, the clinics are 
held to strict quality standards and 
subject to spot checks on diagnostic 
quality and patient satisfaction.  

My University colleagues and I 
conducted a survey in 2600 households 
in five districts around Mbarara asking 
about socio-economic status, healthcare 
utilization, STI risk factors, knowledge 

An RPCV Logbook:  
Two Months in Uganda 

A 

RPCV Ben Bellows (97-00) 
 

B. Bellows  
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Kentucky-Ecuador Partners of the Americas 

               s a chapter of Partners of the   
               Americas, the mission of  
               Kentucky-Ecuador Partners is 
to foster people-to-people exchanges of 
ideas and knowledge, develop 
opportunities, promote capabilities, and 
share cultural experiences.    For over 40 
years, the people of Kentucky and 
Ecuador have been working together to 
identify needs and develop and 
implement projects designed to meet 
those needs. 

Kentucky-Ecuador Partners 
currently has projects and programs in 
agriculture, cultural exchange, education, 
health, rehabilitation, and sports.   

This article will highlight three 
cultural projects with a focus on the 
indigenous cultures of the Ecuadorian 
Amazon Basin (oriente).    The projects 
are directed by Joe Molinaro, a 
Kentucky ceramist and university 
professor who has been traveling and 
working in Ecuador for 14 years 
studying the ceramic arts of Ecuador. 

The Quichua Pottery Cultural 

Preservation Video project will 
document the working process of Esthela 
Dagua, one of Ecuador’s premier 
Quichua potters who currently lives and 
works in Puyo.   This is part of a ten-
year effort to record a rapidly changing 
art form, an art threatened with 
extinction.  With the influx of western 
culture and the availability of plastic and 
aluminum containers, potter-making 
skills, which are traditionally passed on 
from mother to daughter are being lost, 
often in only one generation.   Esthela 
Dagua’s ceramics celebrate both the 
traditional utilitarian forms of her culture 
while also illuminating the Quichua 
mythology through her inventive 
sculptural figures based on the Quichua 
cosmology. 

Art of the Ecuadorian 
Amazon: A Presentation of Shiwiar 
Material Culture is a collaborative 
effort between Kentucky-Ecuador 
Partners and the Organizacion de la 
Nacionalidad Shiwiar de Pastaza, 
Amazonia, Ecuatoriana.   The project 

will present an exhibition of indigenous art 
objects that represent the everyday 
production of the Shiwiar, an indigenous 
group that was only recently recognized by 
the Ecuadorian government.  In recent years, 
the Shiwiar have been actively working to 
record and preserve their culture.   Objects on 
exhibit will include pottery, baskets, 

 

Two Months in Uganda continued... 

RPCV Kay Roberts (Youth & Families, 82-84) 
 

A 

Ben Bellows was a PCV in Chiguinda, Morona-Santiago 1997-1999 and PCV coordinator for the Animal Production program 1999-2000.  
After service, he worked at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in Atlanta for the CDC’s Global AIDS Program (GAP) 
providing programmatic support to eastern and southern African partners (2001-2003).   He currently is a doctoral student in epidemiology 
at the University of California, Berkeley, studying the social and economic determinants of healthcare utilization in western Uganda.  As a 
technical advisor to the Berkeley-based NGO Venture Strategies for Health and Development, he also consults for the German Development 
Bank (KfW) and East African governments.  Ben is a vice-president of Friends of Ecuador. 
 

of STI prevention, trust, and civic participation.  We also 
offered free syphilis and syndromic screening to all survey 
respondents.  This baseline information will tell us a lot 
about the demographics of the area, population use of 
healthcare and the potential for the voucher project to 
make an appreciable difference in the transmission of STIs 
and HIV. 

As I write this I am reminded of Paul Theroux’s 
Dark Star Safari and his criticism of media narratives of 
Africa about victims and crisis.  Staying in Mbarara, any 
sense of crisis ironically dissipated as residents and new 
friends taught me a bit more about the repeated wars and 
disease visited on the region.  War came like a hurricane 
destroying so much in its immediate path but leaving as 
quickly as it came.  And after each bad spell, some of the 
first businesses to reopen are private clinics and 
pharmacies.  People demand healthcare and local private 
providers can flexibly meet the need. 

Article continued on next page 

The global donor community has started to get involved in 
the mobilization of the private sector for public health.  Empowering 
local demand for clinic services encourages providers to develop their 
entrepreneurial skills which, in turn, enhances the local economy, 
truly builds capacity, keeps health professionals employed in their 
communities, helps to meet the needs of residents and achieve 
population health.   
 

K
entucky-Ecuador Partners of the A

m
ericas 

RPCV Ben 
Bel lows with 

co l l eagues  
in  Uganda 
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feathered headdresses, necklaces and blowguns as well as photos of 
people and their environment.    A member of the Shiwiar community 
will accompany the exhibit and will give a series of lectures for the 
public, school and university communities. 

The Adopt a Pottery Village project supports a number of 
indigenous communities in an effort to preserve and protect their 
ceramic-making traditions.  Currently, the project supports Quichua, 

Achuar, Shuar, Shiwiar, 
and Cofan communities.   
With a tax-deductible 
contribution of $250 
($20/month goes to the 
village) individual donors 
may sponsor a village for 
1-year.   Other levels of 
contributions are also 
welcome.   The potters use 

the funds to purchase items such as school supplies and 
medicines that they might otherwise do without.  

For more information on these projects, or Kentucky-
Ecuador Partners member-ship information, contact Kay 
Roberts at Roberts@uky.edu. 

 
 

 
Kay Roberts, Executive Director for Kentucky-Ecuador Partners, was 
a PCV in Ecuador from 1982-84.  She was a rural youth development 
volunteer (4-F) and lived in Flor del Valle, about 40 km. via Santo 
Domingo de los Colorados-Quininde.  Kay began working with 
Kentucky-Ecuador Partners soon after her return to the U.S. and has 
had numerous opportunities to return to Ecuador with Partners 
projects.  She has led study abroad and educator abroad programs to 
Ecuador and was exchange director for the NPCA – Friendship Force 
educator trip to Cuba in 2001.  Kay is development education 
coordinator and past president of the Kentucky RPCV Association. 
 

Kentucky-Ecuador Partners of the Americas continued... 

An RPCV Logbook:  
 

RPCV John Varrieur (03-05, 06) 
 Crisis Corps in El Salvador 

Within three weeks of applying for a Crisis Corps post in 
El Salvador, I was on a plane to Central America.  My new post 
was designed as a response to the tropical storm and volcanic erup-
tion that hit El Salvador in the first week of October of last year. 

My position was clearly defined and my tasks were 
straightforward.  I was to be the agriculture specialist for an NGO 
that couldn’t afford its own.  Just by showing up I enabled the NGO 
to take on an internationally funded project that would deliver 
seeds, fertilizer and supplies to 80 families in five communities that 
were affected by the October ’05 disasters.  Each family would 
have their own plots of cucumber and green pepper plants and I 
would teach them how to cultivate and sell the harvest. 

As of three days ago my Crisis Corps service ended.  It 
was bizarre to go through the same Close of Service (COS) ritual I 
went through in Ecuador.  Almost to a T the process was the same 
in both countries, especially the most tedious tasks: writing my 
Description of Service, turning in various loaned items, walking to 
the clinic with stool samples in hand, and scouring the Peace Corps 
office for the signatures of various staff to confirm that I accom-
plished the requisites for my clean break from Peace Corps life.   

I am now seeing that the COS rigmarole served not only as 
a mental closure for me here in El Salvador but also as closure for 
my original Peace Corps experience in Ecuador, as well.  Even 
though my service in Ecuador ended over a year ago, I had never 
quite closed the issue in my head until now. 

Now I am no longer haunted by the questions that I am 
sure many RPCVs once had or still have: If I had the chance to do 
my Peace Corps service all over again, how would I do it knowing 
what I know now?  Would I make the same kind of mistakes, or 
would I learn from my first failures and avoid them the second time 
around? 

I’m sitting in the Peace Corps-El Salvador office as I write 
this, so I am not physically separated from Peace Corps just yet.  
But I feel that I am definitely finished– finished and free.  I love 
Peace Corps and I always did, but I never loved it more than now: 
completely free of my wish to have been a better, more useful 
volunteer.  

 In the last five and a half months, I found out what it 
would be like if I got a second chance to do it all over again as 
a Peace Corps Volunteer.  I’d tell you about how it feels, but it 
would take up the space that I’ve set aside for a picture of one 
of my favorite moments during my Crisis Corps service.  And I 
figure the photo below should substitute well for the 1000 or so 
words I could write on the subject. 
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kayaking competitions, as well 
as full-on adventure racing.  
Parque Metropolitano and 
Parque Carolina, as well as the 
new ciclovias developed by the 
Municipio de Quito, are now 
packed with Ecuadorians 
training early in the morning 
and on weekends.  We just 
celebrated the “Dia Mundial Sin 
Carro” on September 23, when 
some Quito streets were closed 
and people walked or rode to 
work. 
        Popular running races now 
include: the classic Ultimas 
Noticas (June); Cumbayá en 
Movimiento, a five kilometer 
race from Tumbaco to Cumbaya 
along the Ciclovia  
(May); Ruta de las Iglesias, a 
night time run through old town 
Quito (September); Ruta de 
Hielo, a downhill race from the 
glaciers of Cayambe into the 
town of Cayambe – carrying an 
ice block! (www.rutadel 
hielo.com, August); Guayaquil 
Marathon (http://www.dm3 
.com/, October); Quito Half 
Marathon which starts at the 
Plaza de Toros and ends in 
Mitad de Mundo (http://www. 
vidactiva .com.ec/vidactiva/ 
calendario. html, November).  
There are now also regular foot 
races in Cuenca, Ambato, 
Imbabura and other mid-sized 
cities and towns.  
        The Vuelta al Cotopaxi is 
an exciting two-day event in 
December that involves two-
person mountain bike teams that 
circumnavigate Cotopaxi.  The 
race starts at Hacienda San 
Agustin following gravel roads, 
irrigation canals, and trails 
around the volcano, camping 
one night in the paramo 
(www.cikla.net). 
        Biciaccion has been around 
for four years and organizes 
rides in Quito including: Ciclo-
paseos de Quito, ArTeMueve, 
Ecopaseos, Escuela de la Bici-
cleta, Ciclopaseos Patrimon-
iales, and Viernes de Pedale 

cuador has seen a  
tremendous growth in 
outdoor adventure 

racing.  I think back to the late 
1990’s when the only popular 
run was Ultimas Noticas in 
Quito.  My Peace Corps 
buddies Ben Bellows and Nate 
Brown ran this race with me 
from the El Comercio complex 
in south Quito, through the Old 
Town to Estadio Athualpa.  We 
were cheered the whole way by 
enthusiastic Quiteños (“Vayan 
Gringos!”), who offered us 
everything from chicken wings 
to yogurt. 
        The Ultimas Noticas race 
has changed significantly, with 
electronic chips to record split 
times, T-shirts, medals and 
Gatorade rest stations to replace 
the wings and yogurt.  You can 
hear the beeping of Polar 
watches, see runners squirting 
energy gels, and fewer guys in 
cut-offs and Converse 
sneakers.  Prize money has 
become serious and 
international runners make the 
trip to Ecuador to compete, 
including recently a runner 
from Kenya. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        Adventure racing has 
exploded in Ecuador.  In 
addition to the traditional 
running events, there are 
mountain biking, rafting and 

Adventure Racing Explodes in Ecuador 

E (www.biciaccion.org).  These 
events are less oriented towards 
competition and more focused 
on improving air quality, 
reducing traffic and improving 
the fitness of Quiteños. 
        The Municipio de Quito is 
matching this effort by 
developing a series of bike 
routes including trails along the 
Río Machangara and the 
Ciclovia along the old train 
tracks that extend from 
Cumbaya to Pifo.  
        The Reto series are one-
day team races including 
running and bicycling and 
require route-finding only using 
a compass and map.  They are 
usually held near Quito on 
weekends (www.elretoecuador 
.com). 
        The Geochallenge is a 
multi-day and multi-activity 
team race that involves running, 
biking, kayaking, and 
rappelling. The May 2006 race 
was held in Lloa. (http://www. 
uamericas.edu.ec/geochallenge) 
        The even more challenging 
multi-day race of Huaira Sinchi 
will be held on Nov 2-4, 2006.  
This is three days and 300km of 
pure orienteering including 
running, mountain biking, 
kayaking, in-line skating and 
fixed-line ascents.  Teams will 
usually do this exhausting race 
without sleeping.  The Salomon 
Team that finished fifth at the 
Primal Quest in Utah a couple 
of months ago, two teams from 
Colombia, one team from Peru, 
and one team from Venezuela 
will be competing this year to 
give the race an international 
flavor.  The three-time winner, 
Santiago Miño, says: 
“Adventure Racers are like a 
big family here, once you’ve 
competed in a race you’re 
hooked forever.  Huaira Sinchi, 
the biggest race we have in 
Ecuador, is very well organized.  
It is what we call a medium-
length race, something worth 
trying, very affordable for what 

it offers”. 
(www.elretoecuador.com/html/
mision.html). 
        The Ruta de Spondulus is 
an adventure race on the coast 
of Ecuador in Machallila 
National Park that involves 
trekking, running and biking in 
the dry and humid forests above 
Puerto Lopez and kayaking near 
Salango.(http://www.ecxtremo.
com). 
        The Raid Urbano de 
Guayaquil is a one day race 
through the selva de cemento de 
Guayaquil, that involves 
orienteering, running, kayaks, 
bicycle, fixed ropes and in-line 
skating.   It tracks through the 
rejuvenated parts of Guayaquil 
including El Centro, Las 
Peñas, 9 de Octubre, Los 
Malecones 2000 y del Salado 
and the Río Guayas 
(www.elretoecuador.com/ 
html/raidurbano.html). 
        The International Rafting 
Federation championships were 
held in El Chaco in 2005 and 
this once sleepy town on the 
road to Lago Agrio has become 
an important rafting and 
kayaking center, rivaling Tena.  
The yearly Quijos Rafting & 
Kayaking Competition is open 
for both experts and novices 
(www.kayakecuador.com/). 
 
Come back to Ecuador 

for a visit and 
participate in one these 

challenging  
Adventure Races! 

 

Sierran youth part i c ipat ing  in 
 a loca l run in Imbabura (2005)  

By Mark Thurber 
 

Mark Thurber has been a 
good friend to a number of 
Peace Corps Volunteers over 
the last decade.  He is the 
author of the guidebook 
“Climbing and Hiking In 
Ecuador.”  He currently 
works as a consultant on 
environmental impact 
assessments. 
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2006 Shriver Award Winner: Loren Finnell 
A distinguished panel of past recipients has selected Loren Finnell (Ecuador 64-66) to 
receive the 2006 Sargent Shriver Award for Distinguished Humanitarian Service.  
 
Finnell has spent several decades strengthening grassroots, non-profit organizations 
in the developing world, particularly in Latin America and the Caribbean, and is 
founder and director of The Resource Foundation.  
 

The award was presented on September 14 at a Capitol Hill luncheon being held in 
conjunction with the association’s celebration of Peace Corps’ 45th anniversary. 
 
Members of the NPCA board and other guests gathered in the historic Senate 
Caucus Room. The award was presented by former U.S. Sen. Harris Wofford, one of 
the pioneers of Peace Corps, and a member of the NPCA Advisory Council. 
 
Read the full article about Loren Finnel’s background, Peace Corps work 
and his enduring commitment to serve at:  

 
http://www.rpcv.org/pages/sitepage.cfm?id=1609 

  Loren Finnel (left) with U.S. 
Senator Harris Wofford. 

                 o all who supported the water quality education workshop that I put together this past August-  
                 either financially or in spirit- I am writing to send a heartfelt thank you, not just from myself but  
                 from all of the participants.  The workshop was a huge success. 
  
Forty health promoters and auxiliary nurses attended the three-day workshop.  They came by canoe, bus, 
and foot and were eager to soak up as much information as we were able to share.  The participants heard 
talks on sources of contamination, water treatment, and medical treatment of diarrhea symptoms.  They 
looked at parasites through microscopes, cultivated E. coli in water samples, and toured a water treatment 
facility.  But most importantly they enthusiastically participated in activities that helped deepen their 
understanding of the concepts of safe water collection, storage, and treatment.  These activities focused on 
preparing each of them to hold meetings to explain these concepts in their own villages.  We also left them 
with community education materials prepared by the Hesperian Foundation. 
 
On a personal level, I was deeply impressed at how much they cared to learn, and how much they 
appreciated the respect we showed them by valuing their potential as health educators and leaders in their 
communities.  Many participants specifically said that they would like me to come back and give another 
workshop on other health subjects.  
 
Of course I did not pull this one off alone.  Several other members of the research team with whom I work 
contributed in some way they arranged snack breaks, gave talks, and led activities.  I could not have done it 
without their help, or yours.  I explained to everyone on the first day where the funds came from to put on 
the workshop and they understood and appreciated that a whole community was supporting their learning 
process.  I am thinking about putting on another workshop next summer focused on HIV/AIDS education, a 
subject that they identified as a priority topic they would like to learn more about. If you have interest in 
supporting that effort please let me know. I can also accept donations to offer the health workers copies of 
the Hesperian Foundation’s publication “Where There is No Doctor” at low-cost. I have created a Shutterfly 
album with 29 photos from the workshop.  You do not need to sign in, just click on preview pictures and 
when it opens click on slideshow.  To get there, just click on: 
http://share.shutterfly.com/action/welcome?sid=8AbuGbFm2cNmHZ. 
 
 
 

The Esmeraldas Water Workshop 
FOE Funded: 

T 

 Karen Levy, klevy@nature.berkeley.edu   
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Karen is a doctoral student in Environmental Science, Policy and Management, UC-Berkeley. Her 
dissertation examines the environmental determinants of disease in northern coastal Ecuador. 



                    hen Mae Montaño ran for mayor of Esmeraldas, a  
                    remote provincial capital in northwest Ecuador, the  
                    country’s political parties refused to support her 
candidacy for three reasons: she was black, she was a woman 
and she was poor.  

Ten years later in 2005, Ecuador’s acting president 
nominated Montaño for vice president, the first time that an 
Afro-descendant woman was considered for the post. During 
her candidacy, people on the street told her that she had 
everything she needed to win: she was black, she was a woman 
and she was poor. 

“It’s very interesting because 10 years ago these were 
negative factors in my candidacy and now they are strengths,” 
said Montaño. 

Montaño eventually lost both political races, but she 
now works to increase the national profile of Afro-descendants 
and remove the governmental and societal constraints that 
perpetuate their economic and political isolation. As executive 
director of Alianza Equidad, she leads a coalition of community 
leaders who lobby Ecuador’s government to address 
inefficiency and corruption. Montaño believes those problems 
directly affect the Afro-Ecuadorian community by wasting up 
to $2.5 billion annually that could go toward improving 
education, combating unemployment and strengthening social 
services in Afro-descendant areas. 
 
Barriers to Political Participation 

The Inter-Agency Consultation on Race in Latin 
America (IAC), a program of the Inter-American Dialogue, 
estimates that Afro-descendants represent 10 percent of 
Ecuador’s population. Government statistics put the number 
somewhat lower, but IAC Executive Director Judith Morrison 
said that is because Afro-Ecuadorians are concentrated in the 
remote Costa region where they are unlikely to obtain national 
identity papers—documents that are required to vote or run for 
office. Another factor is that Ecuador’s census classified people 
by language up until 2001, when the government added a 
question that allowed people to self-identify by ethnicity. Afro-
Ecuadorians often speak Spanish, masking their true heritage.  
Morrison said Afro-descendants have had some national 
influence. The Ecuadorian constitution specifically recognizes 
Afro-descendants and guarantees their civil rights and 
entitlement to ancestral lands. There is also a national Afro-
Ecuadorian Day and Council for Afro-Ecuadorian 
Development. However, despite these achievements, Afro-
descendants remain vastly underrepresented in the country’s 
power circles. 

Their economic situation plays a key role in this 
marginalization. According to a 2004 World Bank report, 
Ecuador’s consumption-based poverty rate was 45 percent in 
2001, a 5 percent increase over a 1990 study (World Bank 
2004). In contrast, poverty rates in urban areas of the Costa 

Afro-Ecuadorians Strive for Political Rights 
Politically silent for years, Afro-Ecuadorians are beginning to make 
their voices heard in the political arena. 

region rose more than 80 percent in the same period.  
The study also found that Afro-Ecuadorians make about 

20 percent less than other workers in terms of real income, even 
after controlling for demographic differences and employment 
type. Afro-Ecuadorians also tend to be employed in the lower-
paying informal sector, mostly because of their low education 
levels. On average, the 2001 census found that Afro-Ecuadorians 
complete 5.6 years of education, two years more than members of 
the indigenous community, but a year less than whites.  

Active discrimination also blocks Afro-Ecuadorians from 
obtaining higher-paying jobs and political office. Afro-
Ecuadorians say newspaper advertisements that call for buena 
apparencia (or “good appearance”) are veiled calls for white-only 
candidates. The country’s mainstream media rarely show Afro-
descendants and when they do, they often perpetuate tired 
stereotypes of blacks as less intelligent than other ethnic groups.  
 
Rare Rise to Prominence 

The multiple barriers Afro-descendants face make 
Montaño’s rise to national prominence all the more exceptional. 
She was raised by a single mother and aunt who supported five 
children by washing clothes in Esmeraldas. Montaño said her 
mother’s highest aspiration was that her children would receive an 
education. 

“From my childhood, I worked hard to study more and 
more because my only desire was to work to make the money 
necessary for my mother and aunt to not have to work so hard.” 

Montaño originally wanted to study medicine, but that 
avenue was too expensive. She eventually worked her way through 
college, earning degrees in education and commercial engineering. 
After graduating, she worked in the public sector on youth and 
women’s issues, which inspired her to enter politics to address the 
problems faced by poor women in her community. 

“As a student, I had opportunities to get involved with 
different political causes, but I never wanted to because politics 
seemed so dirty,” she said. “But through my involvement in 

A special thanks to IFES for allowing us to share with you the  following story, reprinted from Volume 2, 
Number 3 of democracy at large magazine (www.democracyatlarge.org), published by IFES (www.ifes.org).  
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Afro-Ecuadorians in Guayaquil participate in a train-
ing session on project design and implementation led 
by Danasio Santos  (AfroAmérica XXI) in March 2006. 
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women’s organizations, I became a 
feminist and realized that without getting 
involved in politics, I could never bring 
about real change.” 

Her failed bid for mayor earned 
her new respect in her community, and 
she was appointed manager of 
Esmeraldas’ port, the first time a woman 
has ever managed a port in Ecuador. Her 
success in improving the port’s efficiency 
led to her appointment as counselor for 
Afro-descendant affairs in the Ecuador 
Embassy in Washington. Political 
upheaval in Ecuador cut short her stint in 
the United States, but months later she 
was nominated for vice president. 

“The [Afro-Ecuadorian] people 
felt that yes, it is possible that we were 
just about to reach the vice-presidency 
and that we’re now more visible in the 
country’s history,” she said. 

Montaño said Afro-Ecuadorians 
should build upon that momentum to 
create their own “political spaces” and 
increase their leverage with the country’s 
political parties. Such goals require 
preparing leaders for the rigors of 
electoral politics and developing 
mechanisms for financing political 
campaigns. 

“Political campaigns are like 
electoral businesses, and we need to learn 
how to raise funds to participate in a 
political campaign,” she said. 
 
Building Tomorrow’s Leaders 

IFES, an international 
democracy-building organization, is 
partnering with three Afro-Ecuadorian 
organizations—AfroAmérica XXI, 
CONAMUNECE and FECONIC—to 
remove some of the barriers to Afro-
Ecuadorian political participation. A year 
ago, they launched a project in the 
provinces of Esmeraldas, Guayas, 
Imbabura and Carchi to increase political 
participation, strengthen Afro-descendant 
community groups and increase their 
visibility. 

The project established a 
political leadership school, which 
provides training in project management, 
ethno-education and political 
participation. It also works with 
Ecuador’s political parties to encourage 
them to run Afro-descendant candidates 
and to participate in debates that examine 
Afro-descendant issues. A third 
component showcases Afro-Ecuadorian 
history, culture and national contributions 

on a weekly radio program, in publications and in special events. 
Ibsen Someford Hernandez Valencia, AfroAmérica XXI’s program director, said 

the project addresses the “organizational weakness” of the Afro-Ecuadorian community, 
which prevents them from taking an active national role. One way the project does this is 
by training civil society organizations to meet international monitoring and evaluation 
standards, thus preparing them to receive program funds directly rather than as sub-

Article continued on next page 

June 27, 2006 
Hola a todos! 
 
How is everyone doing?  I'm good, having finally caught up on a little bit 
of the sleep I was denied during the fiestas.   More on that later.  Did you 
see la seleccion (the Ecuadorian World Cup Team) give England a run for 
their money on Sunday?  I was so proud of those boys.  Stupid David 
Beckham.  We almost had a goal in the first 14 minutes if it wouldn’t 
have been for that darn post at the top of the net.   We played so well.  
Its hard to play against a team that is so much taller than you because 
they have the advantage on penalty shots and "head" shots (is there a 
word for that, you know when the ball is flying through the air and the 
players jump up to hit it with their heads?).   As you can see I am an 
emerging soccer fan.  
 
It was truly amazing to be in a Latin American country during the World 
Cup.  I was especially happy to be here during this historic team.   We 
have never advanced past the first round before (our region is super 
competitive, so we don't get a cake-walk entry like the US whose region 
is considerably easier).  Heheh, so if you noticed "we" is Ecuador and I 
have been told by at least a million Ecuadorians that the US would never 
qualify if they were in our region.   Don't get me wrong, I love the US, 
but I didn't really watch soccer until I got here.  Therefore, I was really 
gunning for Ecuador’s team.  
 
Ecuadorians really needed something to celebrate about.  Life is hard here 
and it made me so happy that they did so well.   There was electricity in 
the air on game days.  Everyone was so proud of our boys.  After the 
game there wasn't so much a sense of disappointment as there was a 
sense of pride that we, a poor, tiny country the size of Colorado, played 
and played well against the best of the best.  As soon as the game ended 
there was a chant of "mission accomplished" throughout the country.    
 
In a fairy tale, we would have won it all but this is real life.  I will 
interject that had we been tied and had to play 30 more minutes, we 
would have totally won bc we were better conditioned than the English.   
The most important thing is that we believed and had faith and for 2 
weeks Ecuadorians truly lived our national futbol motto, si se puede!  
 
Les amo y les extraño, 
 
Amber Foreman 
Youth & Families, 05-07 
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grantees to international organizations. Hernandez said he hopes 
funding for his project continues past the current 18-month term. 

“We believe that although the time for the project is 
short, results are being seen in the communities and that, in a 
more general sense, the project is helping to make our community 
more visible,” he said.  

Morrison said her organization finds it challenging to 
convince donors to support democratic participation programs 
such as the Black Legislator’s Network, a coalition of Afro-
descendant lawmakers in Latin America. Rafael Erazo, a 
prominent Afro-Ecuadorian congressman, is part of the 
organization that grew out of the IAC but has since become an 
independent network promoting black development and human 
rights by increasing Afro-descendant representation in legislative 
and governmental positions.  
“I think there’s a concern that as blacks in places like Ecuador 

Amber Evanson  (Animal Production; 04-06) reads to  
a group of elementary school children. 
 

Friends of Ecuador is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) membership organization.  
Anyone who has an interest in supporting grassroots development in 
Ecuador, (e.g., Ecuadorians, North Americans, parents, Volunteers, 
travelers, and students) is eligible to join. We provide web space to 
reconnect RPCVs as well as continue the legacy of service through 
promotion of screened community projects in Ecuador. 
 
 
 

Contact us at:                         foe@friendsofecuador.org 
 

For more information visit:  http://www.friendsofecuador.org 
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[gain] a greater political consciousness about their identity and 
about their political strength that if you gear them toward 
processes that may increase their representation, you may end up 
mixing that in with what may become partisan politics,” said 
Morrison, adding that she believes such fears are unfounded.  

Despite the challenges, Montaño said she is inspired by 
recent political gains that the indigenous community has made in 
Ecuador and in the region. She hopes that the Afro-descendant 
community can make similar progress by participating as a 
community in the major political debates and building the 
capacity of its future leaders.  

“There is no strong, continued Afro-Ecuadorian 
presence as actors in national politics,” she said. “There is so 
much to do.” 
 
 
Laura Ingalls is a contributing editor for democracy at large. 
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